Mattawa Desert – A Motorcycle Story
By Jim DeWilde

A Quick Note
I wrote this story in my early twenties while reflecting back on my middle and high
school years and the wonderful fun times I enjoyed riding motorcycles with my friends. Writing
back then meant using paper and pen since it was in an age before PCs and word processors were
common household tools. The story sat in a storage box for three decades untouched, unread.
Recently while cleaning out the garage I found the story and hired my 11th grader, Liam, to
transcribe it into Word for me. I did just a bit of editing to fix a few problems, but kept the text
pretty much as it was when I wrote it to keep the youthful perspective.

Prelude
The grass is actually visible! Now I know spring is on the way. It’s time to pull the
motorcycle out of storage, tune it up, wipe away the cob
webs and cruise! I have been waiting for the opportunity to
crank the throttle and feel the front wheel lighten as the rear
wheel digs into the dirt. Motorcycle enthusiasts all know
the feeling. For the others, shall we call you unenthusiasts,
it may be difficult to understand. Through this story I hope
to relate my riding experience and the particular joy that
comes from a great day of motorcycle recreation.
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Chapter 1
The first rays of the desert light reach over the eastern horizon and illuminate the room
with a subdued, very soft glow. The burly riders rustle a bit in their sleeping bags as the
conscious mind begins to reclaim control of the body. I am the first of the seven to awake. Not
wanting to disturb anyone, since it is quite early in the morning, I quietly dress. Pulling up a pair
of cigarette leg jeans, I realize that I will soon need to buy a new pair since the knees of my
present pair are almost worn out. Knee high wool socks are next. Almost knee high motocross
boots go over the socks and I fold the top of the socks over the boots to keep the boot laces from
being exposed to the grips of bushes and branches. I slip out of the sparse three-room,
unfurnished cabin while pulling a sweatshirt over my head. As I straighten the sweatshirt around
my upper body I turn a slow 360 degrees and take in the panorama.
The steadily increasing power of the spring-time desert sun silhouettes the plateau it
assaults and exposes the barren ridge on the west side of Washington’s Mattawa valley.
Aimlessly wandering, kicking at the desert sand I mentally check over the preparation I put into
my motorcycle for today. I have plenty of gas and oil, extra spark plugs in the bike’s tool kit, tire
pressure is correct, air filter is clean, and all the nuts and bolts are properly tightened. There are
many things that may break in the course of a long day’s ride through the desert that could leave
a rider stranded thirty or more miles from the starting point. Sensible precautions insure a trouble
free day.
The morning silence gives way to the rousing quips of Old John. At fifty-five, he is the
oldest member of our group. His colorful character is evident even in the groggy moments of the
morning. Old John’s jesting and chuckling are enough to bring a person out of a bad dream and
awake with a great feeling and a promising outlook on the day. A smile breaks out on my face
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as I picture Old John’s beaming smile that he is likely wearing at this moment. The moans,
groans, laughter and small talk of the day’s coming adventures spilling from the cabin mean that
everyone is rising with the sun.
While Old John and the rest of the group dress and rub the sleep out of their eyes, I walk
over to the Outpost. The Outpost is a small café, store, gas station combo. The owner, Art, also
owns the cabin that the rest of the riders are now piling out of. Art charges us two bucks a head
to stay overnight in the bare-basics cabin, so the whole arrangement is perfect – not only is it
inexpensive, but it is just a short bumbling walk from the café. Our location also provides an
excellent point to start the day’s ride since the Outpost is situated near the base of the Saddle
Mountains – a ridge jutting up from a desert plateau. The combination of mountains and wide
open desert offers every challenge and thrill a rider wants.
I exchange bids of morning greetings with Art and the local ranchers as I step through the
café doorway. Art asks where the rest of the team is and I signal for him to look out the back
window. I imagine that he sees the six others bouncing towards the café, zipping up light jackets
and brushing dusty hair out of their faces. I ask for a Coke and order breakfast.
After a breakfast of perfect hash browns and tender ham we all head back to the cabin. As
we put on our protective cycle garb: helmet, gloves and kidney belt, we decide to follow the
power line road up to the top of the plateau.
Barry’s bike is the first to crank up. His Penton KTM 400 thunders in response to the
twisting throttle. The tell-tale blue exhaust of a two stroke engine jets from the expansion
chamber like mad hornets rushing from their nest to attack an adversary. Barry, at forty-five
years of age, adds to the diversification of our group. He is a pharmacist out of Seattle. His wife
is opposed to his weekend desert adventure. I suppose she fears for not only Barry’s safety, but
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for Mike’s as well.
Mike is Barry’s son. Mike, like me, is 18 years old. We are the young ones of the group.
Although desert riding is not his prime interest, Mike often joins us to race across the wasteland.
He devotes the bulk of his free time to developing his swimming abilities. He has high hopes of
competing in the swimming events of the 1980 summer Olympics. Mike’s easy, warm nature and
Barry’s humorous wit always add to the camaraderie of our desert gathering.
All the bikes are now running and warming up. Among them are three more Penton KTM
400’s. Old John uses one to make molehills out of mountains and the remaining two belong to
AJ and Sasquatch. AJ is by far the best rider of the group. His skill and expertise in handling a
motorcycle astonishes an amateur like me. He owns and manages a cycle shop in Kenmore,
Washington, fittingly named AJ's Cycle. The other KTM 400 owner is Gene, or Sasquatch as we
call him. His nickname reflects his facial hair that bushes out from the cheekbones down to his
neck. The name also stems from his immense strength.
Gene is the one who introduced me to the thrill and adventure of desert riding. We first
became acquainted while I was working at a gas station near my home in Bothell, Washington.
He pulled in to fill up the gas tank of his pickup. In the back of the truck was the KTM. I started
a conversation with him telling him that I, too, was a cyclist. Well, like all motorcyclists do, we
began talking about cycles and comparing stories. We carried on for some time until my
coworker became fed up and yelled over to me that business was picking up and he needed a
hand. Before leaving, Gene invited me to ride with his group in the desert some weekend.
I accepted the offer and that night, after discussing the opportunity with my parents. I had
to provide plenty of assurances and even plead a bit, but fortunately they approved the trip. I
began making plans to implement a few things Gene advised to me on before my first crossp. 4

country experience. First, I needed to fit my motorcycle with a skid plate to protect the underside
of the bike’s engine from protruding rocks. Also, Gene suggested I attach a breaker bar to the
lower front of the frame to prevent the thick woody sage brush from snapping or jamming the
gearshift and rear brake pedals located on the lower sides of the bike. Those two pedals are quite
vulnerable and a simple device to protect them helps insure that a perfect day remains perfect.
Gene also mentioned that a larger capacity gas tank will help me stay in the game exploring new
areas and enjoying proven fun spots rather than having to make a hasty retreat back to the
starting point to fill up with fuel.
All the bikes are now singing out a chorus of idling engines punctuated with throaty high
power revs, including my brother's machine. At twenty-five, my brother John is the middle-ager
of the group. John takes his Husqvarna 250 and throttles it while at the same time dropping his
left foot to the ground and cranking the front wheel to the left. His foot establishes a pivot point
and the bike charges in a series of circles, or doughnuts as we commonly call them, around the
pivot. He playfully kicks up sand onto my tires while he’s squirreling around. Ah, the challenge
is set - I’ll duel at a later part of the day, when I can surprise him with a similar blast of sand.
After the bikers put their machines though a series of throttle twists and quick, short
dashes up a trail in back of the cabin, we all agree the cycles are warmed up and our minds are
psyched.

Chapter 2
A.J. assumes the lead and the rest of us fall in to line with no specific rank except for Old
John: he’ll bring up the rear. That is Old John’s trademark. He may ride a bit slower and less
aggressively than the rest of us, but Old John always finishes the demanding one hundred mile
races that are held annually up on top of that vast desert plateau. Not all desert racers, even the
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young ones, can make that same boast. Old John is not at all uncomfortable being last either - if
you try to tease him he will just smile and say, “You don’t ‘ave t’be fast t’be good!”
Scooting over the fine, light brown sand of the power line road we quickly draw near the
base of the mountain. It elevates timidly from the valley only momentarily and then remembers
what it is as the formation abruptly blasts upward resembling a castle wall. It is here that the
narrowing road pitches us a couple of switchbacks. Floating on sand is merely a memory now
that fist and head sized rocks freckle the hillside. We come upon our first obstacle in our
adventure. The road becomes a mere indentation in the side of the mountain as it steeply rises in
a traverse fashion. A momentum-gaining run at the hill is impossible since the incline begins
directly after a hairpin turn of the last switchback. Besides, the increasing size of the rocks on the
road makes speed a hazard. One wrong bounce or loss of balance could send bike and rider
pitching over the near cliff-like hillside.
It is on this very stretch of trail that my oldest brother, Biff, bought the farm during his
first attempt at desert riding. Although his determination equaled that of a matador in the ring
with a bull, perhaps he was a bit over zealous in attacking the steep, rock strewn, climb. He
executed your basic “crash and burn.” I watched him charge the tricky hill and was able to
analyze the cause of the wipeout. One minor mistake forced a series of events ending in
submission to the rugged hill. He began the assault in fairly good shape: he had the correct gear
selected and proper engine speed allowing the bike to practically skim over the patches of rocks
and to keep traction and momentum over sandy spots. Trouble started when Biff remained seated
on the cycle rather that standing on the foot pegs with bodyweight centered or even slightly
forward. By being seated a compound problem developed. On rough terrain balance it is much
easier to maintain while standing on the foot pegs mainly because a rider can exercise more body
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control or “body English.” Also while standing in the foot pegs the rider’s knees act as shock
absorbers. Seated, Biff began bouncing around on the rocks and started to fall off balance. Also,
staying seated while going uphill slides the body weight to the rear of the cycle. Unless the rider
consciously corrects this effect the front wheel will have a great tendency to lift up when more
throttle is given, and steering becomes nullified.
Being out of balance and the bike’s front end threatening to do a half summersault, Biff
backed off the throttle and shifted down to a lower gear. On a hard surfaced hill where
maintaining engine speed is more important that momentum, his course of action would be
proper. However, on this particular terrain slowing down is sudden death. The cycle will no
longer skim over the rocks, but instead will buck and bounce out of control. On the sandy areas
of the hill a too slow of speed will cause the rear tire to dig its own grave. With all this going on
it was only a matter of moments before both Biff and the bike were tossed to the ground.
Fortunately, Biff did not sustain any major physical injuries, but the clutch lever on the
motorcycle broke off making gear shifting impossible. We hobbled back to the Outpost, loaded
up the bikes and followed the sun home. It added to our discouragement when we realized we
would end up making a three hundred mile round trip for only twenty minutes of riding!
But, on this excursion all seven riders climb the steep hill without incident and, as the
grade of the road lessens, we pick up speed. We follow the meandering route up a ridge to the
top of the plateau and stop for our first break. We always pause here. It gives everyone a chance
to regroup after being split up from the varying individual speeds of the assault. The smokers in
our group catch their breath and then waste it by lighting up a cigarette. The rest of us enjoy the
view.
This spot is landmarked by a nearby microwave relay station. The view here is the best of
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any we will see during the day. Looking directly back from where we started, the taller peaks of
the Cascades, such as Mt. Stewart and Mt. Rainier, peek above the horizon. Below us, the dirt
road we just conquered tells our passing by the floating contrail of dust. The road branches off
from Highway 243 which follows the mighty Columbia River. Beside the highway the Outpost is
visible. It has two cars parked in front of it. Perhaps someone is breaking a monotonous drive
with a cup of coffee. Or maybe a rancher is neglecting the day’s work. Maybe he feels that
whether or not he works for the next half-hour the world will be unchanged.
Over to the right the vastness of sagebrush is interrupted by the Shawana valley
displaying its irrigated green pastures. In the mood of the community the cattle are grazing
lazily. I suppose that’s why the rancher is at the café; the work is taking care of itself. Ahead of
us the wide open desert beckons.
I remember the first time I rested at this spot. The veteran riders were discussing the
possible routes to take from here. Someone suggested veering off to the left and picking up the
fire road to the water tower. Another recommended that we ride the right edge of the plateau,
towards the town of Mattawa, to the sand dunes. A third route, the one we will ride today, runs
straight out, hooks left and meets the water tower before beginning to circle back.
The idea of planning routes, of crossing wide open country with no trails and not
traveling over the same area twice in the course of a full day’s ride really excited me. Up to my
first desert excursion I had been limited to makeshift race tracks, gravel pits and power-line
roads. I felt the challenge of mastering this vastness. Someday I would be a veteran. I would
know the varied routes, pick out certain landmarks and be familiar with the whole layout of the
plateau. Once I had that knowledge I could have confidence on my side when competing in the
100 mile Mattawa desert race. The racer who knows the lay of the land and the location of the
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oh-so-critical refueling pit stops has a distinct advantage.

Chapter 3

The party is ready to mount up and ride. The bike engines rev to life and the rear tires
churn up the soft sand as we head directly into the desert due east. No longer do we ride single
file, rather we branch out along with the landscape, each rider choosing his own path through the
sparse, waist high, sage brush. As we draw away from the steep slopes of the plateau’s edge the
landscape begins to stretch out. Gently rolling hills that occasionally buck with a deep gully or
ravine provide variety and challenging situations.
With the change of landscape we increase our speed – a lot. We accelerate and shift to
higher gears: fourth, fifth, and for the KTM machines, sixth gear. The action is fast as we bounce
between 40 mph and 50 mph. The guys on the KTM 400’s pop up to 60 or 70 mph on the more
level and smooth sections. I however, on my humble Yamaha 250 must settle for eating their
dust. It is not just my power plant that keeps me in the back row, but my bike’s suspension as
well. It likes to make me share in absorbing the terrain inconsistencies, forcing a slower speed to
maintain control. It is these particular characteristics of my bike that contributed to perhaps my
most spectacular crash on a motorcycle.
The incident occurred a few months back. We were motoring in a section approximately
five miles ahead of our present position. There the land is flat and the sagebrush and other
vegetation is small and sparse. Gene and AJ were flat out speeding as fast as the man-machine
combo is capable. I was doing my best to keep them in sight. Surely they were topping my speed
of about 50 mph by an extra 15 or 20 mph.
The action was fast and the speed was thrilling. My Yammy 250 issued danger signals
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such as the smell of an extremely hot motor, the high pitch scream of too many engine revs, and
shock absorbers giving up and sending blows directly to my legs and arms. I was undaunted as I
continued pushing the machine to go faster. Suddenly, no more than 100 feet out in front of me
lying perpendicular to my line of travel was a fire access road. Big deal? Yes, big deal. Fire
roads out in the desert are simply a bull-dozed path sitting two feet deep into the desert floor.
Pulling out the slide rule to solve the rate, times, distance problem will reveal that I had about
one-and-a-third second to react before reaching the fast looming obstacle.
My first impulse was to jam on the brakes; however, I would never slow or stop in time
to avert disaster. So, with the spirit of Evel Knievel I decided to jump the blasted road! My next
realization was that of my body tumbling and twisting in a fashion that any gymnast would envy.
A summersault left me facing back toward the road and I saw my bike repeating the very moves
I just made. It was performing endos (a biker’s term for end-over-end) and side-ohs (a word I
had to make up for the side-over-side action of my cycle).
In the fog of disbelief and dismay I still registered danger as I feared that my bike was
going to land on top of me. Fortunately for me the bike gave up the last of its kinetic energy
about 25 feet past the road – I was laying 15 feet further out, a comfortable margin. My next fear
was death. I was struggling for breath, but my lungs said “no thank-you”, and just quit on me. I
reasoned that after such a severe crash my bones and muscles should be cringing in some sort of
pain to pay me back for the abuse, but I had none. The fog, no breath, no pain – I thought I was a
goner for sure.
After a few moments (seemed like hours) I finally gasped for air as my lungs
reconsidered their previous decision. Feeling came back as well. Besides a mild headache and
small bruises I was as fit and together as ever – miraculous. I lifted myself up and hastened over
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to my bike. The old bucket of bolts was over on its side looking like road kill. I stood it up to a
more dignified stance and set the kickstand. I then began to think about what happened. My front
wheel cleared the far side of the road bank, but my rear wheel caught the abrupt edge which sent
the back end flying up bronco style. The bike and I took it easy the rest of the day by hanging out
with Old John.
I learned a good lesson out that experience. After I caught up with the rest of the riders,
who stopped to ponder my where-abouts, I explained my delay. Gene told me that a rider must
always be on guard by not only watching what lies ahead, but also scan the terrain from side-toside. If I had paid attention to the periphery I would have seen in the distance the fire road cut
into the desert because of the different perspective. Upcoming trenches and drop-aways are
similarly detected.
Enough jabbering; time to roll again. AJ leads the group down a steep hill studded with
softball and basketball sized rocks. The hill plunges further down into a ravine. As I slowly pick
my way I hit the bottom of the ravine and begin to climb straight up the other side. I rely on the
tractor-like power of my engine in low gear to pull me
up and out. As I pick up momentum I shift to higher
gears. Anything smaller than a 250 cc machine like mine
would force a rider to execute a series of wide switch
backs to climb this hill to compensate for the lack of
power. I reflect back on my first trip out here when I
was riding a 100 cc Hodaka Super Rat. That experience
was brutal. The extra power that a 250 cc engine offers
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makes the desert far more hospitable. I try not to think of guys with the 400 cc KTM’s right now
because the dust will stick to my drool.
We ascend to a rather flat ridge and follow it toward the northeast. After a few miles of
peak to peak riding, the column of bikes veers left and drops out of the hills. Again we spread
out with the space. Shortly, we cross a wide and shallow valley. On this side of the valley we
reach the north rim of the plateau and another scheduled rest stop.
From our hillside perch we can see the Crab River and the pastures it irrigates. The Crab
is fed from drainage of the high plateau to the northeast near Moses Lake and further out to
Reardon. It is directed westward by the Saddle Mountains on which we sit until the Crab empties
into the mighty Columbia River.
The sage brush in this valley becomes dense and the bigger plants can reach up to
shoulder height. We dodge the plants where possible, but occasionally a rider must pick a line
and crash through one to save hitting three or four others. Picking up a fire road near the opposite
side of the valley is a welcome alternative to wresting with the unheeding sage brush.
Looking back to the south the water tower is visible in the distance, mounted on the ridge
on which we had previously trekked. The water tower is an abandoned cylindrical tank that
shows its old age by the amount of rust it bears. It is not much of a sight, but out in the desert it
does not take much to create a landmark by which a rider can plan a route.

Chapter 4
At the end of our quick break we mount the bikes and continue on a fire road in an
easterly direction keeping the plateau’s north rim close to our left. A rancher’s fence chooses the
point at which we turn to the right, heading south, and we make a straight shot for the water
tower. After crossing through the valley of sagebrush once again, we climb up a long,
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cumbersome hill that rises slowly to the ridge.
As usual, Sasquatch and AJ are the first to arrive at this next stop – the water tower.
Barry pulls in shortly thereafter. Mike, on his new Yamaha 250, John, and I come in at roughly
the same time. We can see Old John’s dust trail kicking up about a third of the way down the
long grade. He will arrive soon enough. When the group is rejoined we do what we usually do at
these rest stops: let the bikes cool down, relax a bit and talk about the last stretch of ground.
Sometimes a bike requires some attention; perhaps tightening a drive chain or adjusting a clutch
cable. On my first trip out I mentioned it would be a good idea to pack along chain lubricant
since we put on so many miles in a day. Barry just laughed at my comment. Old John offered to
explain Barry’s reaction. He said that the minute I began riding after oiling the chain it would
become caked with sand and dust causing a worse situation given the increased friction. Better,
Old John continued in his fatherly voice, is to lube the chain well the night before a desert outing
and clean it thoroughly afterwards.
Soon everyone is anxious to hit the trail. My cycle is parked perpendicular to John’s
Husky with my rear tire towards him. I realize my chance to repay him for his antics at the day’s
beginning. I pull in the clutch, shift to first gear, rev the engine up with a crank of the throttle and
dump the clutch to set my rear tire spinning revengefully in the sand. As the rooster tail of sand
showers John I make my break giving AJ hot competition across open terrain.
In a flash AJ, Sasquatch, Barry, and I reach one of our favorite play spots: the sand hill.
Arriving at its top we charge over it with a determination to fly. The hill drops away steeply from
the top and I achieve a good two-car length jump through the air. I land in soft sand pointing
straight down the hill. I lock up the rear tire by stomping on the brake to skid and slide down the
hill and come to a halt at the base. Each of us attacks the sand hill a few more times until the rest
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of the crew show up and join in the fun. The sand hill offers a progressively steeper assortment
of climbs starting from one end and continuing to the other. We always start at the easy end and
work to the difficult end testing our limits.
Someone inevitably will dare another to try a
steeper section than the last one conquered. A
wipe out is sure occur at the sand hill. Nothing
serious though. When the bike and rider can no
longer pull up the hill and the pursuit stalls, the
pair simply fall over and land on soft sand.
AJ suggests that we get a good rest here
because we will pick up the power line road soon.
The power line road leads to a gate in the same
fence we encountered near the water tower. From
there the ride gets rough as the course goes over the rocky main ridge of the Saddle Mountains.
Several miles of that bumpy ride will make a rider happy to have a kidney belt on to hold the
innards still. After crossing the mountains AJ’s route will take us on a long downhill ride back
into sand and on to the town of Mattawa. AJ says we will push on through the 15 mile dash to
Mattawa without a break. Rest up now, he repeats.

Chapter 5
Mattawa is a small town of about 2,000 people. It had its heyday in the 1950’s during
damn construction projects on the Columbia River. Now the economy relies mostly on
agriculture. The great 100-mile motorcycle desert race called the Mattawa 100 used to begin
from Mattawa. The spectacle became too much for the residents though as loud dirt bikes
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irreverently blasted up and down their streets at all hours during the lead up days to the race.
Lack of consideration and respect by cycle fans and loose control by event organizers resulted in
relocating the race staging area further out in the desert away from the town. The move was not
much of a hardship on the riders and the townsfolk got their quiet streets back.
My younger sister, Margaret, came along for the experience during one Mattawa 100
desert race. She was 15 and could be included in the motorcycle unenthusiast camp. Margaret
recalls being unimpressed with the great music I had playing in the eight track tape deck on the
drive to the desert, most
notably Frankenstein by
the Edgar Winter
Group. Even less
impressive for her was
the constant wind, everpresent sand, and the
noise in the race staging
area. No amenities here.
And bystanders do not get the thrill of blasting out of the pit area to race across the desert feeling
the joy of speed and the mastery of machine. As a true sister, though, she supported my try at
competition. I knew I had at least one fan cheering me on.
Although the racers were asked to leave town, when we roll in to Mattawa we will be
welcomed with a cold beverage and a sandwich. AJ, Barry, and Gene have good friends, Gary
and Kathy, who live in Mattawa and they always invite our visit. It is the thought of quenching a
sizeable thirst that we have worked up during the day that pushes us onward with resolve.
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Leaving the power line road and maneuvering through the rocks quickly becomes
fatiguing. The jolts and bounces take a toll and most of us slow down considerably – except AJ
and Gene. They maintain a fast pace that leave the rest of us in the dust. Someday, I think, I will
keep up with them, but for now I concentrate on getting over the ridge.
Eventually I make my way to the top of the ridge. I stop to check my position in relation
to everyone else. John pulls up just behind me. Mike is a short distance down the last slope
closing in on the ridge. Old John is about a half mile back just beginning the assault on the final
climb up the ridge. In front of me lie several miles of desert rolled out like a carpet leading to
Mattawa. AJ and Gene are halfway to town with Barry trailing slightly behind them.
With the town in sight I scramble toward it like a crazed desert vagabond charging an
oasis. On this side of the desert the rocks fade away and sand fills the landscape as I motor down
the mountain. The piles of white sand require that I shift my body weight toward the back of my
seat to offer increased rear tire traction and a lighter front end. This step will help prevent the
front tire from taking an unplanned plunge into deep sand and making an uncommanded turn.
Shortly we are all gathered at Gary and Kathy’s house. The garden hose is our first stop
after throwing off helmets and gloves. The cool water feels excellent as I wash away the dust that
is streaked on my face. We each take in a few long gulps of the best water ever. Gary greets each
rider as we step through the door to go inside. Kathy motions us to a table filled with sodas and
meat and cheese sandwiches. Through the window we can see their kids admire our bikes and
pretend to be adventurous desert riders as they scamper around the lawn.
When we have finished the light lunch and caught up on the news since our last visit we
again fire up the bikes and leave town as fast as we entered. Our course is northwest as we plot
our way back to the Outpost. This last leg of the journey is about 20 miles by the way AJ is
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planning to route us. It will be a fast leg, too, since the terrain will not be difficult to navigate;
that is, except for sand hill number two!

Chapter 6
We get to the sand hill number two quickly after crossing a lengthy stretch of sand dunes
and climbing over a low pass in the ridge. Everyone stops at the sand hill to regroup and watch
each other tackle the formidable barrier. The formation is steep. In places one can reach out and
touch the hillside while standing straight up. It is also a long hill at about one thousand feet long.
The hill consists of fine white sand the entire length. It may sound impossible to climb such a
hill. If fact, it is. But we not trying to climb the hill - we are going down it!
Gene is the first to take the plunge. The most difficult spot on the hill is at the very
beginning. A rock formation crowns the hill creating a vertical obstacle before giving way to the
sand. Gene approaches the rock slowly and just before going over the cliff-like edge he stands on
the foot pegs to maintain critical balance. A six foot drop gets him over the edge and onto the
sand. If a rider lost balance while going over the rock it would bring a long tumble down the
steep incline.
Once on the sand, Gene keeps his right foot pressed hard on the rear brake pedal to lock
up the rear wheel so it will skid in the sand. He applies slight pressure to the front brake handle
with his right hand to help slow the bike down. Too much pressure will cause the front wheel to
lock up. You don’t want that to happen. It could cause a flip. Gene kills the engine while leaving
the bike in first gear to better assure the rear wheel skids rather than rolls. With no engine noise,
it is a thrill to make the prolonged sliding plunge. For the first three-quarters of the hill Gene
uses traversing procedures to further slow is his decent. With just one-quarter of the hill left to
negotiate, Gene points his bike straight down the hill and speedily slides to the base. One by one
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we all follow Gene’s path with a couple anxious moments, but no mishaps.
From the base of the sand hill we dash back to our morning starting point. We park our
bikes around our pick-up trucks and begin tugging off our protective gear. As I strip off my
helmet, gloves, sweat soaked kidney belt, and dusty boots I relax in the steady breeze. I am dead
tired from the day’s rugged ride, but I feel good. I overcame the desert’s harsh terrain and I
imagine myself as a conquistador. Only I do not bring back gold or other valuables. Rather I
bring back good friendships and fond memories. The last rays of the desert light retreat back
behind the high bank of Columbia River Gorge as the burly riders load their machines into the
trucks. Saddled up, the convoy of pick-ups head west toward the Cascade Mountains and beyond
to home.

The End
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